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Quality Standards: A Missing Ingredient in Document Creation 
by Larry Freeman, PhD  
The Shipley Group, Senior Consultant 

 
This newsletter addresses a topic from a recent Shipley workshop on contracting for environmental 

services. In that workshop, the participants reviewed a draft Statement of Work (SOW). That SOW 

had a solid, detailed description of tasks and subtasks leading to the creation of National 

Environmental Policy Act documents. A contractor bidding on that project could easily translate the 

SOW tasks into a bid for work on the contract.   

But what was missing from this SOW? The SOW listed only a single quality standard for the required 

NEPA documents—that is, that contractor-written documents use good grammar and correct 

punctuation! As I explain below, good grammar and punctuation, while necessary, are not a major 

content/quality standard. Acceptable grammar and correct punctuation do not guarantee that the 

content in a document is addressing critical NEPA compliance information. Useful content must be 

the priority in any NEPA document. 

Without clear and substantive quality standards for content information, agency personnel and the 

contractor will be negotiating content questions for each of the contractor’s deliverables. The result 

is poorly conceived drafts and then costly revisions of the inadequate drafts. 

Missing or vague quality standards are the norm in many document creation efforts, beginning even 

in our early school years. Students assigned a school report are often puzzled about what their 

teacher really expects. So students respond with a flurry of questions:  

 “How long does it gotta be?” 

 “Should it record facts and actual events?” 

 “Does it hafta have a title?” 

The answers to such questions begin to address the teacher’s unstated or unclear quality standards. 

And students begin to learn that they have to tease out the teacher’s expectations if they are to be 

successful.  

Years later, students will have to go through the same process when they work to please their 

manager or a client. Note the social and organizational nature of most documents (and websites). 

Such organizational constraints are why written quality standards/expectations are crucial for 

efficiency in creating acceptable documents. 
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So to return to the contracting scenario, the contractor’s representatives need to find answers in a 

SOW to this key question: “What does the federal agency consider to be an acceptable 

document/deliverable under the provisions of the contract (as summarized in the SOW)?” 

The following newsletter answers this key question. My examples come from the world of NEPA 

documents but most of my observations apply equally well to any document someone has to write. 

Here, then, are my recommendations for potential quality standards: 

1. Develop content standards for documents, especially strategies for allowing agency staff to 

convey their content expectations to the contractor.  

2. Identify desirable writing/documentation strategies for emphasizing major content, thus 

assisting readers to find and then remember major content. (Goal: All documents are 100% 

clear!) 

3. Ensure that all managers, contributors, and reviewers are aware of recorded quality 

standards (from recommendations 1 and 2 above). 

4. Link all review comments and corrections to stated quality standards. 

5. Use clear quality standards to validate that a document is conveying a credible message. 

The following newsletter discusses each of these five recommendations. My examples often come 

from the world of NEPA contracting, but the recommendations apply more broadly to almost any 

technical or business document.  

1. Develop content standards for documents, especially strategies for 

allowing agency staff to convey their content expectations to the 

contractor.  

Content expectations are essential in any contracting situation for critical documents. And these 

expectations need to be spelled out in detail, not merely summarized. 

Many SOWs list appropriate tasks and subtasks, but are silent on the specifics of the content 

required.  A common SOW requirement is that a contracted EA or EIS comply with the Council on 

Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations. This requirement is a good starting point, but the CEQ 

guidance is so general that it is not as helpful as it should be. Actual content decisions occur at the 

third- or fourth-level subheadings in an EA or EIS, which are not specified in CEQ Regulations.  

An early contract deliverable should be a detailed document outline, fleshed out down to the third-, 

fourth-, and even fifth-level subheadings. 

My work with dozens, even hundreds of EAs and EISs suggests that no two NEPA documents are 

identical. Each project EA requires its own site-specific content, so each new project has its own 

content requirements/standards. These project-specific content decisions must be recorded in the 

agency’s SOW, and the contractor’s detailed outline should always include such site-specific content. 
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Over 20 years ago I first saw content standards in Requests for Proposals (RFPs) from the Bureau of 

Land Management in Nevada. Their standard RFP format for major mining projects always included a 

list of major background documents: technical studies, site surveys, and relevant NEPA documents. 

Contractors were expected to survey these documents and integrate them into their proposal. Such a 

list is essential information in any SOW. 

What are NEPA-specific content expectations? Shipley Group consultants developed and now use a 

list of 21 legal compliance features for an EA or EIS. A copy of this list is attached to this newsletter. 

Note that this list only implies quality standards. But quality standards for each item in the list are 

further defined in Shipley’s How to Write Quality EISs and EAs. We use this publication in most of our 

main NEPA compliance workshops, which routinely explore quality standards as they relate to legal 

compliance with NEPA and the CEQ Regulations. 

Shipley consultants routinely recommend that an early NEPA deliverable be a detailed document 

outline for an EA or EIS. This outline is a critical starting point for content negotiations between the 

contactor and the agency representatives. As I said above, a useful outline includes third-. fourth-, 

and fifth-level headings. A good outline/table of contents functions as a good, very detailed content 

roadmap for an EA or EIS. 

A Recommended Deliverable:  An even more useful NEPA planning strategy is for the contractor to 

work with agency staff on a detailed storyboard for the projected EA or EIS.  See Shipley newsletter 

61 (November 2008) for a description of the storyboard process.  A good storyboard includes all the 

headings and subheadings from the detailed outline; but it also includes sketches of projected 

graphics and all sorts of project management notes (as in task assignments or analysis priorities).  

An early storyboard is the best way for all contributors to share in the development of a 

comprehensive vision of the EA or EIS to be prepared. Storyboards can now be done electronically 

from multiple sites. Optionally, key contributors can work together at one site to generate a 

complete storyboard recorded on flipchart sheets or a whiteboard.  

Shipley experience suggests that work on an early storyboard saves weeks or months of work in the 

schedule for the typical EA or EIS. Cost savings are also substantial. 

Data adequacy information is now essential in NEPA impact projections. Increasingly, agency NEPA 

practitioners are including brief discussions of data adequacy in any EA or EIS. For more information 

on data adequacy, especially how to handle cited information, see Shipley newsletter 55 (June 2007). 

Technical specialists in federal agencies now realize that they need to explain why information cited 

in an EA or EIS is relevant and valid. 

 

http://www.shipleygroup.com/news/0811.html
http://www.shipleygroup.com/news/0706.html
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2. Identify desirable writing/documentation strategies for emphasizing 

major content, thus assisting readers to find and then remember major 

content. (Goal: All documents are 100% clear!) 

Desirable writing/documentation strategies are primarily emphasis techniques for marking key 

information. Agency writers should assume that readers want to find key content information easily. 

Or to reverse the process, even the most casual or distracted reader must not miss key content 

points. So these emphatic writing strategies help writers create documents that are as close to 100 

percent clear as possible. 

A Shipley Group Checklist on Document Quality is attached to this newsletter. Survey that checklist; 

note that the criteria on its first page are keyed to major content/organizational features. These 

criteria, if well followed, should help produce a document that is as clear as possible. And readers of 

such a document cannot miss the main content points. Content standards on page 2 move through 

paragraphs into sentence and grammar issues. As I note above, good grammar is assumed, but it 

does not guarantee that the essential content is adequate.   

All 13 standards listed on the Shipley Checklist are, however, essential if a contractor-written 

document is to reflect acceptable writing standards. 

The Shipley quality criteria parallel and expand on principles in the Plain Writing Act of 2010 (signed 

by President Obama on October 13, 2010). This law mandates that federal agencies must use plain 

language features when writing documents or designing web pages. For more details about the 

federal government’s plan language initiatives, see www.plainlanguage.gov. Also, see Shipley Group 

newsletters 81 (June 2011) and 82 (July 2011).  

http://www.shipleygroup.com/environmental/index.html?pg=news  

To repeat, Shipley Group’s listed quality criteria are consistent with the principles of the 

Plain Writing Act of 2010.  

3. Ensure that all managers, contributors, and reviewers are aware of 

recorded quality standards (from recommendations 1 and 2 above). 

Contributors include both agency personnel and employees of the contractor, including the agency’s 

legal counsel. Anyone planning, writing, or reviewing contractor-prepared documents must be 

working with copies of the agency’s content standards and its writing standards (both recorded in 

the SOW). In the best cases, all contributors already worked on the detailed outline and, optionally, a 

fully developed storyboard.  These deliverables are discussed earlier in this newsletter. 

I am assuming that no late-stage revisions or reviews occur without a list of quality standards in the 

reviewer’s or writer’s hands. However, I am aware that most document reviews begin when a writer 

http://www.plainlanguage.gov/
http://www.shipleygroup.com/news/1106.html
http://www.shipleygroup.com/news/1107.html
http://www.shipleygroup.com/environmental/index.html?pg=news
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asks a colleague or manager to “take a look” at a document. From my experience, almost never does 

the writer or reviewer have firm review criteria in hand or mind.   

Such unstructured reviews are ad hoc chaos. Reviewers read until they spot a problem, often merely 

a misspelled word or an incorrect comma. No wonder contractors often submit documents without 

quality content and without solid writing skills.  

NEPA documents that are poorly written are not legally adequate because case law has always 

demanded that NEPA documents be comprehensible (even to lay readers), 

4. Link all review comments and corrections to stated quality standards. 

I always recommend that reviewers explain all of their corrections and suggestions. Without 

explanations, writers never really learn what is and what is not acceptable in a document. 

Managers and other reviewers should remember their role in helping writers know what writing 

features are acceptable. Often, however, a manager’s comments consist of suggested revisions 

without any reference to desired content features or useful emphasis techniques.  As I state in the 

prior recommendation, such ad hoc corrections are chaos. No one in the organization learns what is 

an acceptable document. 

5. Use clear quality standards to validate that a document is conveying a 

credible message. 

In my earliest days as a Shipley consultant, my mentor at Shipley told me that readers receive an 

indirect message from how a document is formatted and written. A document with an effective, 

clear format and with good writing skills makes a credible impression on readers. A poorly written 

document fails to be credible. 

So, as in all my five recommendations, identify clear content standards and writing standards from 

Day 1 working on a document. Any later is too late! Writers and their managers need to remember 

that the simplest email or text message reflects the writer’s and the organization’s technical and 

professional expertise. 

 

Copies with the Shipley Group copyright may be copied/printed for internal use  



NEPA Summary Score Matrix

[EA/EIS Name] Scores*

*Scoring Code:
0 = no or missing
1 = yes, but very ineffective
2 = yes, but ineffective
3 = yes, but only somewhat effective
4 = yes, but moderately effective
5 = yes, and very effective
6 = yes, and extremely effective

Criteria
Score

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Comply with NEPA?

2. Comply with CEQ Regulations?

3. Comply with relevant Executive Orders?

4. Define clearly the need?

5. Define clearly the purpose (objectives)?

6. Define clearly the issues?

7. Identify measurement indicators?

8.  significance thresholds?

9. Track the issues throughout the document?

10. Define clearly the no-action alternative?

11. Define clearly the action alternatives?

12. Do the action alternatives fulfill the need?

13. Describe clearly the affected resources?

14. Predict effects of the no-action alternative?

15. Predict effects of the action alternatives?

16. Compare the effects of all the alternatives?

17. Analyze cumulative effects?

18. Treat properly mitigation and monitoring?

19. Written well and in plain language?

20. Use appropriate graphics?

21. Substantiate  public involvement?

* For some impacts signi cance thresholds already exist. For example, both the Clean Water Act and the Clean Air 
Act have established discharge limits. Such limits are de facto signi cance thresholds under NEPA because a Federal 
agency cannot plan to violate a Federal law. Such a viola  on would be a signi cant impact under NEPA. However, 
many other impacts do not have clear thresholds of signi cance; in these instances, agencies must analyze possible 
impacts (both their context and intensity). Then using context and intensity informa  on, an agency decision maker 
decides if impacts are clearly non-signi cant  or likely to be signi cant.  The decision maker’s legal  ndings about 
possible signi cance are then recorded in a Finding of No Signi cant Impact (or op  onally, the decision maker de-
cides that an  EIS is the proper NEPA compliance process). 

© The Shipley Group, Inc.
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Reviewing Documents for Effectiveness and Accuracy
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Level 1: Content, Format, and Organization

1. Does the document format (page layout) aid
readers to navigate from chapter to chapter
and section to section?
[Documentation Strategies—Page Layout
and Emphasis]

2. Do readers know when they begin the docu-
ment, a chapter, or a subsection what they are
going to read and why?
[Documentation Strategies—Organization,
Emphasis]

3. Are legal, regulatory, and policy implications
clearly stated?

4. Are sections and subsections clearly and
logically linked, usually through headings,
subheadings, and deliberate repetition of key
information?
[Documentation Strategies—Organization,
Emphasis]

5. Do conclusions and recommendations appear
at the beginnings of sections, subsections,
paragraphs, and sentences?
[Documentation Strategies—Organization]

6. Are graphics (tables, figures, charts, graphs,
illustrations, and maps) used effectively to
convey information?
[Documentation Strategies—Graphics for
Documents]

Key
1 = Not Adequate: Causes reviewer to provide suggestions for fixing
2 = Adequate But Could Be Improved: Causes reviewer to provide suggestions for improvement
3 = Excellent: No comments required by reviewer

Checklist on Document Quality

Directions: Circle one response number for each
question.

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3
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Reviewing Documents for Effectiveness and Accuracy

Level 2: Paragraphing and Sentence Structure

7. Are paragraphs clear and readable? Do lists
and graphics replace, as appropriate, dense,
unreadable paragraph?
[Documentation Strategies—Paragraphs,
Lists, Graphics for Documents]

8. Do sentences move clearly from old informa-
tion to new information so that the logic is
smooth and understandable?

9. Are sentences relatively short (on average)?

10. Are sentences free from unclear and confus-
ing jargon (also called gobbledygook)?
[Documentation Strategies—Gobbledygook]

Level 3: Grammar, Spelling, and Punctuation

11. Is the document free from errors in word
choice (including errors in pronouns and in
the agreement of subject and verbs)?
[Documentation Strategies—Word Prob-
lems]

12. Are all words correctly spelled and consistent
from section to section?

13. Is the punctuation clear (that is, helpful to
readers) as well as being correct?
[Documentation Strategies—Commas]

Key
1 = Not Adequate: Causes reviewer to provide suggestions for fixing
2 = Adequate But Could Be Improved: Causes reviewer to provide suggestions for improvement
3 = Excellent: No comments required by reviewer
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